THEY ROSE FROM BUSH WAR
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authors of the riveting bestThomas Edison’s teacher de- seller “Chicken Soup for the
clared the child was “addled.”
Soul.”
The greatest scientist of all ■ “Roots” author Alex Haley
time, Albert Einstein, didn’t got a rejection letter every
learn to speak until he was 4 week for four years and was
so depressed he considered
years old!
“To be a success, you have to suicide.
understand it’s OK to make ■ Walt Disney was fired by a
mistakes along the way,” says publishing company for havChris Witting, host of the na- ing no imagination. He went
tionally syndicated radio pro- bankrupt before opening
Disneyland.
gram “Success Journal.”
“The best-selling author ■ Beethoven’s teacher deJohn Grisham was routinely clared him “hopeless” as a
rejected by publishers, and composer.
Michael Jordan was cut ■ The Beatles were turned
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TV producer-novelist Terry Jastrow’s
new thriller is packed with drama!
AVVY TV producer ment work, which saw him
Terry Jastrow makes become the youngest nethis literary debut with work television producer in
the shocking book “The history after he was hired by
Trial of Prisoner 043,” which ABC Sports in the ’70s.
tackles the loaded question:
Terry and Anne, the
What would happen if for- daughter of “Make Room for
mer President George W. Daddy” star Marjorie Lord,
Bush was prosecuted for war met that same decade in an
crimes in Iraq?
acting class — thanks to a
Jastrow’s no stranger to mutual friend, future “Chargripping political dramas. lie’s Angels” star Cheryl
His actress wife Anne Ar- Ladd.
cher, 69, rose to fame in
movie versions of Tom
Clancy’s thrillers “Patriot
Games” and “Clear and
Present Danger.” But the
television pro decided to
examine real-life events
and give history an alternative spin.
“We all known the background of the conflict,”
Terry, 69, tells The Na- Anne Archer and Terry Jastrow,
tional EXAMINER.
author of “The Trial of Prisoner 043”
“Bush couldn’t get Osama Bin Laden for 9/11, so
“I thought he was an outhe starts this drumbeat for of-work, struggling actor!”
Saddam Hussein ... convinc- Anne recalls.
ing Congress and the AmeriBut Terry managed to win
can people that it’s right to her heart and says, “I’m as
wage war.”
much in love with her today
The nearly nine-year con- as when we were married
flict would take the lives nearly 40 years ago.”
of thousands of American
Anne,
who
recently
soldiers, and Terry’s pulse- wrapped another thriller
pounding prose imagines “Trafficked,” is accompanythat the ex-president is taken ing Terry on his book tour.
to the International Criminal
“I’m hoping that the novel
Court to answer for his ac- will give people pause when
tions related to those lost lives. their
government
talks
The book is a departure about starting a war,” says
from Jastrow’s entertain- Jastrow.
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